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I present an analysis of the Latin syncretism case that inspired Aronoff’s 1994 theory of morphomes, its
antecedent in Matthews 1972 and other work on rules of referral, thematic spaces and related
morphomic devices (Stump 1999, Zwicky 1985).
The Latin syncretism is the identity between the stems of deverbal derivatives containing t-initial
suffixes (e.g. agent nouns in –tōr–, –trīc–, event/result nouns in –tiōn–, –tū–, –tūra, adverbs in –tim
etc.) and the stems of perfect participles (t-participles) of corresponding verbs. (1) illustrates this
identity. It is syntactically arbitrary but systematic:
(1) Latin deverbal forms employing the t-stem
infectum stem
duc–
caed–
perfect (t-)participle
ductus
caesus
agent noun
ductor
caesor
event noun
ductiō
caesiō
event/result noun
-ductūr-a
caesūr-a
intensive verb
adverb
-ductim
caesim

iubē–
iussus
iussor

iussō

ferlātus
lātor
lātiō
-lātūr-a
lātō

I show that the Latin stem syncretism is not arbitrary from all points of view. It is phonologically
conditioned. It belongs to a well-documented class of similarity-driven syncretisms: stems or whole
words that are lexically related and partly similar become, on occasion, strictly identical. Nor is it true
that Latin stems, including that of t-participles, are meaningless or syntactically unrestricted, as Aronoff
and later work on morphomes claim: if we go beyond the realm of the t-derivatives in (1) we observe
that the t-stems are subject to syntactic restrictions explicable only if the participial t-stems are
exponents of specific aspectual and voice values. A new analysis in these terms does justice to the
complete distribution of all Latin verb stems, participial and otherwise, in derivation and inflexion. The
less restrictive morphomic analysis is not needed here.
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